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Answers for infrastructure.

OEM Heat Control Systems

LMS
Innovative management system for condensing boilers
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LMS – advanced electronics  
and proven software

At times of dwindling resources, rising operating costs and grow-
ing environmental awareness, the market and users place ever 
more demanding requirements on the quality and performance 
of modern heating boilers.

The LMS Boiler Management Unit with its efficient and proven  
safety concept ensures trouble-free and automatic operation  
of the entire heating plant – from startup and ignition through  
to targeted heat distribution from the boiler to the individual  
heating circuits. Thanks to an array of integrated functions,  
the LMS guarantees perfect operation combined with ease of 
maintenance and efficient production.

Tests made by independent consumer organizations confirm  
the superiority of the solutions offered by Siemens: For many  
years, heating boilers equipped with Siemens control systems 
have been among the winners.
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More than a central
Boiler Management Unit

   Always the matching solution to  
hand – products and systems from 
Siemens for the heating market

We specialize in the development, produc-
tion and global marketing of reliable and 
innovative products and systems for use 
on forced draft burners, heating boilers 
and alternative heating systems. Our com-
prehensive product portfolio includes  
complete system solutions, burner controls, 
actuators, sensors, control systems, valves 
and related test equipment. 

Thanks to specialization and decades of  
experience in these fields, our products and 
systems offer optimum solutions for all 
market segments ranging from single- and 
multi-family houses (residential buildings) 
to commercial buildings and a host of in-
dustrial applications.
 

  LMS – the central module for  
     innovative condensing boilers
The LMS is the heart of a modular and  
holistic system solution for condensing 
boilers with capacities from less than  
10 kW to 1.2 MW.

The different versions of the easy-to-un-
derstand operating units, room units and 
heating controls with backlit display and 

clock functions satisfy all requirements.  
Extension modules for specific applications 
offer great flexibility also in the case of  
retrofits in the field. Thanks to built-in in-
terfaces and optional system integration 
plus remote management, a number of 
new service and preventative functions are 
provided. Extensive information on the 
plant can thus be retrieved, potential faults 
can be detected, or notification of sche-
duled maintenance work can be given well 
in advance.

Gas valve and mixer ensure optimum  
air-gas mixtures. Integrated combustion 
optimization, pump modulation and  
stepper motor control make certain that 
energy is optimally used while noise is  
kept at a low level.

This means that we already give consi-
deration to future market requirements.

Highlights

  Part of the harmonized and consistent  
Albatros2 product platform

 Extendable via system bus to facili- 
 tate system application / integration

 Optimum energy usage and low  
 standby losses

 New service and commissioning  
 functions including detailed  
 diagnostics messages in clear-text 
 

 For capacities from <10 kW to 1.2 MW

HMI
AVS37

BSB-W max. 3 max. 3

Room unit
QAA55/75

HMI
QAA55/75

Service unit
QAA55/75 Extension modules

Service tool 
ACS700

Remote operation

Telephone 
network

Telephone, SMS
Mobile phone, SMS, pager, fax, internet, 

remote operation station

AVS75

AGU2.55

QAA53/73

AVS71

OCI700

OCI430

OCI345

LPB
Outside sensor

QAA78

QAC34

Room unit
Room unit

Wireless module

Zone 
controllers

Boiler 
controllers

mCHP 
controllers

Heat pump 
controllers ……

AGU2.56

USB ACS4x-
PC software

OCI611

LMS
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New system perspectives

Our developments in the fields of customized user interfaces and combustion  
optimization plus optional communication via the telephone network and the  
internet set new high-tech standards worldwide. 

The LMS is an integral component of the Albatros2 range of products. This means  
that identical peripheral devices such as room units, sensors, extension modules,  
etc., can be used, and uniform and consistent parameter settings are made possible 
throughout the product range.

This comprehensive product harmonization offers decisive benefits in the fields  
of production, service, training and spare part handling. 

The LMS14 is available for pneumatic air-gas ratio control in connection with  
gas valves of the VGU7/8 line. The LMS15 sets new standards based on Sitherm  
Pro combustion optimization in combination with gas valves of the VGE line.

Mixer Wireless interface 
and parameter stick

Extension  
modules

Controllers

Gas valves

Room unitsSensors

Operating units

B6 B9

Y4 Q3

B36

Q33 B3

Q20

HC1 HC2 HC3
B1

Q2

B12

Q6

Y1/Y2 Y5/Y6

RU1 RU2 RU3

B31

B2

B7

B4

B41

B73 Q14

Q5

DHW/buffer

Y15
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Highlights

  Reading in plant data via the  
parameter stick 

  Control of complex hydraulic 
schemes

 
  Integration of wireless outside  

sensors and wireless room units

  Designed for different types of  
supply networks

 Control of PWM pumps with specific  
 algorithms

 Integrated stepper motor control  
 for diverting valves

  Broad area of application
Thanks to an array of integrated schemes 
for a host of space heating and DHW  
systems, the LMS is the number one choice 
for a range of applications that leave 
nothing to be desired.

  Modular operating concept
Users place demanding requirements on 
their plants. It is therefore good to know 
that the LMS with its modular operating 
concept meets all challenges.

  Configuration and service
When it comes to volume production,  
software tools make it easy to manage and 
program different types of boilers.
In the case of small series production, the 
parameter stick from Siemens affords easy 
and quick configuration.

Applications that meet all requirements

Using the parameter stick in the field,  
system variants can be created easily and 
reliably, thus reducing the number of  
spare parts to be kept on stock and to be 
carried by service personnel. 

Even complex plants can be configured 
and stored in advance to be copied on site 
via the parameter stick to the memory  
of the LMS – without requiring any other 
tools. And in the case of offline diagnostics, 
plant configurations can be read very easily.

In the event of a fault, the operating units’ 
clear-text display delivers information for 
targeted and straightforward troubleshoot- 
ing, thus simplifying service visits and  
avoiding false alarms.

Fax E-mail

Printer LMS

Modem Modem

Laptop

PC

PDA

OCI611

Mobile  
phone

Pager

Telephone  
network

Internet

Communication interface  
for remote monitoringPC with operating software for  

remote monitoring and operation

Boiler Management Unit  
and communication module

Web server 
OZS 164
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   Flexibility in a class of its own
Extension modules make the LMS even 
more versatile and powerful.
The inputs and outputs can be used in diffe-
rent ways and offer an unlimited number  
of applications, whereby the type of  

hydraulic system is identified automa- 
tically. Up to three extension modules  
create a different ways and offer an unlimi-
ted number of applications, whereby the  
type of hydraulic system is identified  
automatically. 

Up to three extension modules create  
additional choices for customized plants, 
enabling the  implementation of complex 
systems, if required.

Great flexibility thanks to parameterized 
functions and extension modules

 Room unit

  Operating unit

 Lockout

 Safety shutdown

  Temperature sensors for

 - Boiler

 - Return

 - DHW

 - Outside temperature

 - 3 x multifunctional for:

   Flue gas,  
   DHW2,  
   collector,  
   cascade return,  
   swimming pool,  
   buffer storage tank,  
   solid fuel boiler etc.

  6 multifunctional inputs for:

 - Digital signals: 

   Room thermostat,  
   time switch,       
   heat generation lock,  
   operating mode changeover,  
   air pressure switch,   
     heating circuit switch,  
   flow switch for DHW,  
   alarm etc.

 - Analog signals:

   Water pressure sensor,  
   flow sensor,  
   0...10 V etc.
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 Flame supervision (continuously)

 Fuel valve

0...10 V 

  Stepper motor control 
(combustion optimization)

  Stepper motor control 
(diverting valve)

  Each with 3 multifunctional  
outputs providing the same  
functions as the LMS

  Same analog and digital input 

functions as the LMS (except fre-

quency measurement and safety-

related temperature sensors)

Extension  
modules

 

0...10 V 

 

 3 multifunctional outputs for:
 Boiler pump, heating circuit pump
  DHW pump 1 or diverting valve,
 solid fuel boiler pump, heat 
 generation shutoff valve, alarm, 
 message, solar pump, solar con-
 trolling element, electrical im-
 mersion heater, controlling 
 element of buffer storage tank, 
 request for cooling energy

  Modulating fan

  Modulating pumpPWM

 Ignition module

 RF module

 Parameter stick

 PC tools

 LPB module

LMS
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Sitherm Pro – ensuring a new quality  
of combustion

Highlights

 Patented algorithms

  Low emissions, efficient and therefore 
environmentally benign combustion

  Straightforward installation and  
operation

  Broad modulation range

  Automatic adaptation to gas quality

 Smaller number of boiler variants  
 for the different gas families

  Sitherm Pro
Sitherm Pro stands for a new form of  
efficient combustion optimization.
Production, commissioning and operating 
costs are cut while environmentally  
benign combustion and low emission  
levels are ensured.

   Combustion optimization of  
a superlative degree

Sitherm Pro improves the entire combustion 
process by ensuring a constant output, 
even if gas quality varies. Efficiency is  
increased and optimum flue gas levels are 
guaranteed over long periods of time, 
enabling them to remain within the re-
quired statutory boundaries over the entire 
operating time. The ionization current is 
used as an indicator of the quality of com-
bustion.

  Installation and operation
Sitherm Pro adapts automatically to exter-
nal influences such as gas quality varia-
tions or changes in atmospheric pressure. 
This simplifies boiler production, saves 
commissioning time, and the gas valve 
need not be adjusted during installation.

  Wide modulation range 
Accurate supervision and control of the  
flame make it possible to lower the limits  
of low-fire operation, thus allowing the  
modulation range to be widened.

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 λ

Working point
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LMS15

VGE


